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Chapter Three: Osman in the Low Countries- 

History plays by Coppée and Kemp 
  

Who wants to see what superstition can do 

To a prince, who believes in a reverie;  

In a dream, an omen, or a similar folly, 

Taking, with no other council, his resolution; 

Above all, when this prince intends to change the state, 

Aside from faith, due to a fantasy, 

Suspicious of his own? Who wants to see the fury 

Of the people, conceiving, wrongly, some doubts? 

Who wants to see a monarch who is more miserable 

Than a shepherd, a cattleman, or a road-keeper? 

Who [wants to see] the harsh cruelty of the 

Mahometans? 

Read the tragedy presented here 

In fine verse and words, made by Denis Coppée, 

An evident testimony of his ability.
215

  

 

This sonnet by Adrian Quarré, Seigneur de la Haye, one of the mayors of Huy to whom 

Coppée dedicated his Osman, evokes a selection of the Western commonplaces described in 

Chapter One: several of those pertaining to the figure of the prince (his relation to his subjects 

and to God), and one of those pertaining to the Ottoman world.
216

 This sonnet also says 

something about the reception of the play. The first signal that the audience received from 

these lines had to do with the consequence of irrational behaviour of a prince (vss. 1- 4). 

                                                           

215
 ‘Qui veut veoir,  ce que peut la superstition 

D’un Prince, adioutant foy à une reverie, 

A un songe, un Augure, ou semblable folie; 

Prenant, sans autre advis, sa resolution; 

Sur tout quand il projette une mutation, 

A part foy, de l’estat par une fantasie, 

Se defiant des siens; Qui veut veoir la furie 

D’un people, concevant, à tort, quelque soupçon? 

Qui veut veoir, qu’un Monarque est bien plus miserable 

Qu’un berger, qu’un bouvier, ou routurier semblable? 

Qui, des Mahometains la fiere cruauté: 

Lise la Tragedie icy representée, 

En beaux vers & discours, qu’a fait Denis Coppee, 

Témoignage evident, de son habilité.’ Adrien Quarré, Sur la Tragédie de Sultan Osman, Sonnet, in Coppée, 

Osman, 9. 
216

 Parts of this chapter have been published in Irena Ajdinović, ‘Stage representations of the Ottoman world in 

the Low Countries: The case of Osman’, in De Zeventiende Eeuw 29-1 (2013), 32-48. https://www.de-

zeventiende-eeuw.nl/index.php/dze/article/view/8463/8799 
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According to Quarré, Coppée’s play primarily deals with the disastrous chain of events 

triggered by Osman’s folly, his paranoid imagination, and his ominous dreams. The weakness 

of Osman, as a monarch, leads to the second problem in the play, the people’s uprising in 

Istanbul (vss. 5- 8). On a more general level, the sultan’s destiny also reminds the reader of 

the unpredictable workings of the goddess Fortuna, underscoring the fleeting condition of 

human beings, even those in the highest positions (vss. 9- 10). Finally, the murder of Osman 

illustrates ‘the cruelty of the Mahometans’ (vs. 11). Quarré’s ordering of conflicts in 

Coppée’s play is significant. The first three points he names in his sonnet have to do with the 

nature of a monarch’s rule and his relation with his subjects on the one hand, and with God 

on the other. Only the last, fourth point pertains to the Islamic, Ottoman setting. The nature of 

sovereignty and the danger of anarchy are problems that occupy a central place in the 

Netherlandish interpretations of the story of Osman both in Coppée’s and in Kemp’s tragic 

plays.  

As we have seen in Chapter Two, the Dutch Revolt against Spain and the Bohemian 

Revolt of 1618 formed the two most significant events in political debates in the Low 

Countries in the early 1620s. The literature of this period often reflects these political and 

religious conflicts, either directly or by means of an allegory. The story about Osman II, a 

tale about a revolt, touched upon issues readily recognizable from the local context: rebellion, 

dissent, and tyranny.
217

 The interpretations of these themes in the Low Countries relied on 

humanist political thought, which elaborated on matters such as ‘the nature of kingship and 

political power, the relationship between the ruler and the law, the ruler’s duty to his subjects, 

the relationship between the ruler and his councillors and/or the country’s representative 

institutions’.
218

 Both plays deal with the Istanbul political crisis of 1622 from the perspective 

of these same recurring themes, but Coppée and Kemp nevertheless give different answers to 

the question whether Osman’s political mistakes provided enough justification for the 

rebellion against him. While for Coppée the rebellion against a divine monarch is 

                                                           

217
 For more examples see Henk Duits, Van Bartholomeusnacht tot Bataafse opstand: studies over de relatie 

tussen politiek en toneel in het midden van de zeventiende eeuw, (Hilversum: Verloren, 1990), and the website 

of the project Tales of the Revolt. Oblivion, memory and identity in the Low Countries, 1566-1700: 

http://www.hum.leiden.edu/history/talesoftherevolt/.  
218

 Nicolette Mout, ‘Justus Lipsius Between War and Peace. His Public Letter on Spanish Foreign Policy and the 

Respective Merits of War, Peace or Truce (1595)’, in Judith Pollmann and Andrew Spicer (ed), Public opinion 

and Changing Identities in the early Modern Netherlands, Essays in honour of Alastair Duke, (Leiden: Brill, 

2007), 141. 

http://www.hum.leiden.edu/history/talesoftherevolt/
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inadmissible under any circumstances, for Abraham Kemp the deposition (if not a regicide) 

of a tyrant is legitimate.  

Kemp’s and Coppée’s Osman primarily strove to illustrate the principles of good and 

bad rule to their local audiences, but this is not the only message the two playwrights wanted 

to bring across. They viewed the contemporary Istanbul crisis as a pressing political event. 

Just like the news reporters, they reflected on the impact of Osman’s death on the 

international power balance, including the future of relations between the Ottoman Empire 

and the West. By placing the news of the Istanbul uprising in an international framework, the 

Christian world gained a prominent role in the story of Osman, and Ottoman-Christian 

relations became one of the central issues in the plays. Again, Denis Coppée and Abraham 

Kemp attributed different meanings to the Ottoman setting of their tragedies. While Coppée 

denounces the sultan’s empire, insisting on the opposition between the Ottoman world and 

his own, Kemp allows for a contact between the two. Such attitudes have less to do with real 

contacts between the Low Countries and the Ottomans, and more with the authors’ 

positioning in their local environments. This chapter investigates the stereotypical ideas about 

the nature of rule and about the Ottoman Empire that supported the two Netherlandish literary 

interpretations of the Istanbul crisis of 1622. 

 

The plays 

 

 

Illustration 7 - Cover pages from the 1623 edtions of Kemp’s (Special Collections, University Library 

in Leiden) and Coppée’s  (Royal Library of Belgium) plays about sultan Osman.  
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Coppée’s Deplorable Assassination Committed by the Janissaries on the Person of Sultan 

Osman (L’Exécrable Assasinat perpétré par les Ianissaires en la personne du Sultan Osman 

Empereur de Constantinople, Rouen 1623)  

 

Denis Coppée’s Deplorable Assassination is a classical Senecan tragedy in five acts, with a 

single plot. It is a play with few stage directions and without a division into scenes. It starts 

with a prologue announcing the horrific story to come. The first act opens with a monologue 

in which sultan Osman complains about the ominous visions and nightmares that torment 

him. According to him, leaving Istanbul would help him escape from his perturbed state of 

mind. When he tells his plan to his advisors, Selictar Aga, Kissilar Aga, and Capi Aga, they 

all unanimously warn him away from this undertaking. Nevertheless, the sultan is not willing 

to heed their admonishments. One of the Furies, Megere, appears on stage to predict a 

horrible end for Osman. Concluding the act, a chorus of ladies of the Serail express their 

worries for their sultan.         

 In act II the revolt has already begun. Coppée dedicates the entire act to the exchange 

of mutual accusations between Osman and his supporters, and the rebels. Just as the soldiers 

have calmed down, they happen to intercept Osman’s letter to the Governor of Cairo stating 

the young sultan’s intention to transfer the capital there. This news enrages the rebels again, 

and triggers violence. Osman eventually addresses the rebelling soldiers from a palace 

balcony, accusing them of betrayal during his Polish campaign. For the rebels, Osman is a 

traitor who keeps his plans a secret from his people and feels no loyalty to them. The lengthy 

debate ends in an ultimatum: Osman has to deliver his viziers, or the rebels will storm the 

royal palace. Closing the second act, the chorus of renegades comments on the advantages of 

Christian countries, where the people respect their princes.  

In act III Osman is hiding inside his palace. Knowing that the rebels are getting 

closer, he discusses defence strategies with his associates. When the last of his guards 

abandons him, Osman realizes he cannot save his councillors, and delivers them to the 

bloodthirsty masses. The rebels turn to free Mustafa from his long imprisonment and make 

him their new sultan. Mustafa, however, unimpressed with sultanship, only longs for eternal 

bliss. The act ends with the chorus of the paupers celebrating the freedom of the poor.  

Act IV starts with a herald announcing Mustafa’s reign. People cheer the new sultan 

and curse Osman, who in the meantime is hiding in the house of Ianissaire Aga, together with 

his last friend alive, Ussin Bacha. Confronted with the rebels, Ianissaire and Ussin make a 
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final effort to appease the situation, but their attempt to bribe the rebels fails. Having 

managed to arrest Osman, the rebels take him to Mustafa. Coppée’s play culminates in the 

execution scene. After Mustafa has signed a death sentence of his nephew, Osman gets 

strangled.  Concluding act IV, the chorus of Turkish ladies prays to the heavens to punish the 

Turks for their barbarous acts.  

The fifth and last act consists mostly of commentary on the action that has already 

been resolved. Coppée introduces a number of new characters to reflect on the events. The 

act begins with Osman’s wife talking to a eunuch, lamenting her fate and resenting having to 

live in a place as cruel as the Ottoman court. Mustafa also deplores the course of events and 

realizes that, from now on, monarchs will forever be at the mercy of the common people. 

People are crying over the body of Osman, realizing that nobody can protect them from their 

enemies anymore. Osman’s two brothers exalt Osman’s courage and warrior skills, repeating 

accusations against the people, in their eyes the culprits for Osman’s tragedy.  

 

Kemp’s Tragedy about the Murder of Sultan Osman (Droeff-eyndich Spel
219

 van de moordt 

van Sultan Osman, Gorinchem 1623)  

 

Abraham Kemp’s Osman is a play full of stage effects such as the scenes of violence 

(including murder), the appearance of ghosts and supernatural creatures, magic, masses in the 

streets and the palace, a pantomime with sex and music. Kemp, just like Coppée, follows the 

Senecan-Scaligerian poetics, choosing for the alexandrine verse, gory imagery, ominous 

dreams,
220

 and monologues and dialogues construed according to the rules of rhetoric. 

Nevertheless, his Osman deviates from the strict classical form insomuch it is divided into 

four instead of the usual five acts. Furthermore, there is no chorus,
221

 but there is a love 

subplot. In this subplot the leader of the rebellion, Silactar, has to choose between a Turkish 

girl, Flora, and a Dutch lady, Celia. Kemp justifies this intervention in the historical events as 

                                                           

219
 ‘Droeff-eyndich spel’ is a variant of the Dutch word for tragedy, ‘treurspel’, indicating a play with a sad 

ending. 
220

 Despite the fact that such dreams regularly appear in Senecan tragedies, in the case of Osman this motive was 

not the poets’ addition, but was actually mentioned in their source, Pacifique de Provin, as well as  in the 

contemporary Ottoman chronicles.  
221

 The chorus was not an obligate element in Dutch Renaissance drama. See Lia van Gemert, Tussen de 

bedrijven door? De functie van de rei in Nederlandstalig toneel 1556-1625, (Deventer: Sub Rosa, 1990, 47).  
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an attempt to appeal to the young people in his audience.
222

 The story of Silactar’s amorous 

escapades in Osman indicates that Kemp followed the theatrical production in the Dutch 

Republic beyond the activities of Gorcum’s rederijkers and those in the neighbouring towns 

and villages. As was the case in England and Spain, a comic underplot was popular on 

Amsterdam stages, for instance in the at the time well-known plays by Kemp’s 

contemporaries Abraham de Koning (Simsons treurspel, 1618) and Bredero (Rodderick ende 

Alphonsus, 1616, Stommen Ridder, 1618). These subplots involve characters of lower social 

rank (mindere mensen), who echo the more lofty main plot in a comic way.
223

 In the Dutch 

Osman, this subplot also contains elements of religious and ethnic stereotyping of its 

protagonists.  

Kemp’s Osman opens with Osman’s monologue. The sultan gives an overview of 

Ottoman history and his Empire’s strategic position in Europe. He is furious about the defeat 

he has suffered in the Polish campaign the year before, and announces his intention to go on a 

pilgrimage to Mecca. His advisors Quiessilar, Capi and Silactar oppose this undertaking, but 

Osman shows no intention to change his plans. Again in a monologue, he reveals to the 

audience his real plan to transfer his court to Cairo, and not to go to Mecca at all. Ominous 

signs warn Osman of his impending demise. His mother Thiossem, for instance, predicts that 

he will lose both his life and his crown. Osman nevertheless proceeds with his preparations 

for departure, collecting the state treasures to take with him to Cairo. In the meantime he is 

also spying on his lords, as the audience learns from the subplot. In this subplot, Silactar, one 

of Osman’s high-ranking officials, is wooing Flora. After a little resistance, Flora agrees to 

accompany Silactar and his friends to a tavern, to enjoy some drink and gamble. In the tavern 

a mysterious guest joins them, who soon proves to be sultan Osman himself. Following a 

confrontation with the merry-making Silactar, Osman goes away, leaving behind the insulted 

Silactar and other dignitaries who swear revenge. The sultan gets another warning in an 

ominous dream, for which he seeks advice from his clairvoyant uncle Mustafa, who lives in 

prison. Mustafa’s interpretation of Osman’s dream coincides with the prediction of Osman’s 

mother: the sultan will lose his throne.  

                                                           

222
 ‘Om de toesienders ofte lesende Ieucht een weynich te verheughen, hebbe ick, volgens d’Oude Vryheyt inde 

Poësye ghebruyckelick (...) noch daer by ghevoegt, seecker Vryagie tusschen Silactar ende Flora: Midtsgaders 

de practijcken by Celia gebruyct, om Silactars Liefde van Flora af te trecken, (met d’uytkomste) ende de 

verschijninghe van  OSMANS GHEEST ende den aencleven van dien.’ Kemp, Osman, (ed. Brouwer), 15. 
223

 Lia van Gemert ‘De snoepige grillen van hillebillen. Straatgewoel op het zeventiende-eeuwse toneel’, in Els 

Ruijsendaal, Gijsbert Rutten and Frank Vonk (ed.), Bon jours Neef, ghoeden dagh Cozyn! Opstellen 

aangeboden aan Geert Dibbets bij zijn afscheid (...), (Münster: Nodus, 2003), 121-134.  
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Act II begins with Osman divulging to his associates his real plans to go to Cairo, 

only to turn a deaf ear to their admonishments. He entrusts Silactar with a letter to the Pasha 

of Cairo that reveals his intentions. Silactar, instead of executing the sultan’s order, rushes off 

to Flora. Upset with the news of Silactar’s oncoming departure to Cairo, Flora devises a plan 

to prevent parting from her lover: Silactar must stir up a rebellion in order to prevent the 

voyage. Silactar promptly obeys, using Osman’s letter to persuade the lords, Boustangi and 

Dahout, that Osman’s undertaking must be stopped. Soon a mass gathers, besieging the 

palace. Two scenes of violence follow, in which the rebels assault Janitzer Aga and mutilate 

the dead body of one of Osman’s messengers. Realizing that the unrest is serious, Osman 

decides to address the crowds from a palace balcony. He and the leaders of the rebellion 

exchange demands. Osman is ready to give up his trip, provided he can keep the state 

treasures. The rebels demand the heads of Osman’s closest associates. When Osman refuses 

to deliver them, they storm the palace. On their way they find Mustafa in prison, and set him 

free.  

In act III the tables have turned. The confused Mustafa has become the new sultan, 

and Osman is forced to hide from the rebellious mob in the palace. The subplot also gets 

more complicated as a new character appears on the scene. A Dutch maiden, Celia, has 

travelled all the way from Holland to Istanbul to win back Silactar’s affection. Realizing that 

Silactar now loves Flora, she decides to separate them by making Silactar believe that Flora is 

unfaithful. Using black magic, she summons the hellish creature Phafarel and instructs him to 

take the form of Flora and have intercourse with a servant. Of course, she also makes sure 

that Silactar witnesses this scene. In the meantime, Osman is hiding in the house of Janitzer 

Aga, his last supporter. However, the rebels seize this house too, kill Janitzer, and force 

Osman to surrender. Mustafa has to decide about his nephew’s destiny. The new sultan, 

overwhelmed with hallucinations, eventually gives orders to have Osman strangled. Osman’s 

life ends in the concluding scenes of act III. After the young sultan’s last, desperate attempts 

to put the blame on his (already executed) advisors, last prayers and the last attempts to 

physically resist the executioners, Osman’s fate is sealed.  

The fourth, last, act begins with Mustafa’s delirium. Osman’s ghost appears to trouble 

his conscience. His guilty feelings will become even stronger, since Osman’s mother, looking 

for revenge for the death of her son, summons the spirits from hell to appear in front of 

Mustafa during the forthcoming coronation ceremony. Silactar’s love life gets a happy 

ending, as he decides to test Celia’s honesty. Dressed as a priest (Pater Diocezen), he tricks 
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her to confess her sins to him, and thus discovers the truth about her hoax. Flora gladly 

accepts Silactar’s restored affection, and his hand. Kemp’s Osman ends with Mustafa’s 

coronation ceremony. Mustafa begins a long speech about the political course he intends to 

take. He is not capable of finishing his monologue since visions overwhelm him yet again, so 

he hurriedly summons musicians to the scene. While everyone is listening to the music, 

Mustafa encounters Osman’s ghost, visible only to him. The ghost sings a song lamenting his 

(Osman’s) death and calling for revenge. At the same time the ‘fire from below and lightings 

from above’ announce the entrance of the allegorical figure Revenge and the evil spirit 

Phafarel. The chaos is complete now. When the supernatural creatures disappear, Mustafa 

regrets his decision to have Osman killed. In the final scene, Mustafa reveals his hopes to be 

a good king and overcome his inner disturbances by prayer and good conduct. Finally, he 

promises to obey the maxim ‘it is better to be loved than feared’ (beter bemint dan 

ghevreest), the motto of Kemp’s play.  

 

Far from the Turks 

The two Netherlandish tragedies about the death of Osman II have a lot in common, such as 

the similar genre and, indirectly, the same source. Another shared feature is an imagined, 

pseudo-Ottoman setting. When adapting the story of the Istanbul rebellion for their local 

audiences, both authors from the Low Countries largely domesticated it. Although Coppée 

and Kemp had some (albeit meagre) knowledge about Ottoman history, custom and religion, 

this knowledge is manifested in their plays only at a verbal level. The characters in these 

plays voice their Ottoman identity by talking about the might of their Empire, its strategic 

position, and endless riches, or about their hatred for the ‘Christian dogs’. Nonetheless, the 

world that was visible on the stage in Gorcum and Huy was far from the Ottoman world, 

probably with the exception of rich exotic costumes.
224

 For instance, Kemp and Coppée take 

the functions in the Ottoman palace hierarchy to be the personal names of their protagonists. 

The silahdar, the arms bearer, thus becomes Silactar in Kemp’s and Selictar in Coppée’s 

play; the kapıcı başı, the keeper of the royal gates, becomes Capi, and the bostancı başı, the 

royal gardener, becomes Boustangi in the plays. The Ottoman palace protocol is entirely 

absent from both texts. Instead, Ottoman dignitaries are presented as lords and members of 

                                                           

224
 While there is no record of a staging of Coppée’s Osman, Kemp’s play has been performed at least twice: in 

Gorcum in 1623 and in the Amsterdam City Theatre in 1639. We have no record about costumes, scenery etc. of 

these performances. 
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aristocracy who engage in heated political debates with the sultan. Coppée and Kemp do not 

seem to have been familiar with many Ottoman concepts relevant for the story, for instance 

that of the class of the theologians and scholars, the ulema. Instead, they present the sultan’s 

advisors as a secular council of nobles, ministers and heads of the military.  

Another ethnocentric feature of the Netherlandish Osmans is Kemp’s and Coppée’s 

failure to recognize the importance of Osman’s intention to recruit a new army for the 

outbreak of the historical rebellion in May 1622. The Janissaries suspected that the sultan was 

going to conscript a new army in the eastern provinces of the Empire (Anatolia), and dissolve 

their troops. This was the reason why, when Osman returned to Istanbul from the 

unsuccessful Polish campaign and announced a pilgrimage to Mecca, they interpreted his 

intentions as a cover-up for the beginning of this reform. Furthermore, when the army leaders 

understood that Osman was collecting the state treasures, and issuing orders for the 

movement of royal pavilions to the Asian side of Istanbul (Üsküdar), their suspicions seemed 

to be confirmed. The army leaders publicly opposed Osman’s plans and demanded the heads 

of its designers. Refusing to extradite his associates, the sultan was dead three days later. In 

other words, from the perspective of the Janissaries, Osman was planning a revolution. 

Although the West knew the importance of Osman’s Anatolian recruitment, for instance 

through the ambassadors’ reports, Kemp and Coppée neglected it. Partly due to the absence 

of this argument in the source text by Provin, the link between the Polish campaign and the 

recruitment of the Anatolian army is weak in Kemp’s play, where Osman briefly threatens 

the soldiers with dissolution of the army. In Coppée’s play, this link is absent altogether. 

Instead, Kemp and Coppée depict Osman’s motives along the lines of disturbed passions. The 

Netherlandish poets did not recognize the military reform as the main cause of the revolt, but 

the sultan’s physical absence from the capital. According to Kemp’s character Silactar, 

Osman exposes his people to three evils: anarchy (everyone will be the lord), civil war 

(people will fight in their own country), and the invasion of the Catholic rulers.
225

 In 

Coppée’s play, one of the main objection against Osman’s plans is the move of the imperial 

seat, which would ‘turn the city [Istanbul] into a village’ (II, p. 26), without any mention of 

                                                           

225
 ‘(…) Want als dees ghemeente siet 

Dar g’haer verlaet, mijn Heer, soo sal s’u achten niet: 

Elck sal dan meester zijn! Hier sal men In’lants vechten 

G’lijck ’t Sill’ en Mario weleer te Room’ aenrechten.  

Den onvertsaechden Pool, den Oostenrijckschen Helt, 

Den Spaenschen Coninck me[e], comt dadelick te velt, 

Neemt ’t een voor, ’t ander na.’ Kemp, Osman, II, 1, vss. 400-407. 
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the army reform. In consequence, the Ottoman crisis of 1622 is in the Netherlandish plays 

construed according to a different model, with the rebels assuming the role of the 

revolutionary force, and Osman remaining the conservative one. The central problem for both 

Netherlandish authors is the legitimacy of a deposition of a divine sovereign, modelled after 

their own domestic examples in the Low Countries.  

 

 

 

Illustration 8 - Anonymous, Osmancha, the Emperor of the Turks
226

 (1624?), etching in Baudartius’s 

Memorandum, 63, Special Collections, University Library in Leiden. This portrait probably represents 

Osman II, but since it has not been dated we cannot know if it was available for Abraham Kemp when 

he was writing his play. 

 

Coppée and the Ottomans  

A poor little prince 

Denis Coppée builds his play on the idea of an irreconcilable contrast between the Christian 

and the Ottoman world, borrowing from the Counter-Reformation rhetoric about the Ottoman 

Empire. One of the commonplaces within such rhetoric was the topos of Ottoman tyranny, 

contrasted to the image of good Christian rule. The ‘perverted’ morals of a tyrannical ruler 

were stereotypically epitomized in the figure of the ‘Grand Turk’, oftentimes depicted with 

devilish features. However, Denis Coppée’s most negative ideas about the Ottoman Empire 

                                                           

226
 Osmanca is a Turkish diminutive form of the name Osman. 
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do not pertain to the Ottoman sultan, but to the Ottoman subjects. The playwright from Huy 

first and foremost criticizes the disastrous consequences of insurrection. Defending the 

monarchical system in general, Coppée presents the characters of the sultans, Osman and 

Mustafa, in a more favourable light than the other Ottomans.  

Coppée interprets the conflict in the Ottoman state as a division between the ruling 

institutions (the sultan and his ‘ministers’, Selictar, Capi and Kissilar Aga) on the one hand, 

and the common folk under the military command on the other. As Coppée generally 

supported the constitutional monarchical system, the ministers play a positive role, wisely 

warning the young sultan away from making the fatal mistake of a pilgrimage to Mecca, and 

staying loyal to their sultan till the end. Coppée mainly criticizes the rebels, who in the play 

forget their obligation of obedience to their god-giver ruler. Conspicuously, the rebels bear no 

proper names in Coppée’s play. They are called the Chief of the Militia, Captain, or a Group 

of Soldiers (Chef de la milice; Capitaine; Trouppe des soldats). This lack of personal names 

implies that these characters represent the masses, an irrational and dangerous social group 

referred to as ‘the poison in the body of the state’ (un poison coulé dans le corps de l’état, II, 

p. 35). Different characters construe a negative image of the rebels. Selictar Aga for instance 

refers to them as the ‘Hydra with more than seven heads’ (Hydre à plus de sept chefs) and an 

‘audacious beast’ (bête pleine d’audace, I, p. 21). Similar references to chthonic monsters 

and mythical beasts of the underworld figured not only in the anti-Turkish propaganda of the 

sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries, but also in anti-Lutheran and anti-Catholic 

broadsheets.
227

 Such an attribution also fits the commonplace image of the rabble in the early 

modern political literature. Lipsius, for instance, describes the populace as credulous, 

inconstant, unruly, hot-headed, jealous, suspicious and devoid of judgement.
228

 The conduct 

of the rebels after the murder of Osman in Coppée’s play also supports this image. Towards 

the end of the play, with their bloodlust abated, Osman’s murderers realize their mistake. The 

murder of the sultan was not planned, but a result of the uncontrolled passions of the 

multitude. Ruining their monarch, they have ruined themselves as well (p. 71). Coppée 

presents this repentance as an argument against rebellion in general. The poet condemns any 

attempt on the life of a prince, including the infidel Osman, as a sinful and godless act.  
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Nevertheless, Coppée’s Osman also exhibits signs of weakness. The young sultan 

lacks some of the virtues that, according to the contemporary concepts of political morality, 

exemplified a good ruler. Political thinkers elaborated upon the idea of the four cardinal 

virtues, wisdom (prudentia), righteousness (iustitia), temperance (temperantia) and fortitude 

(fortitudo), in addition to other characteristics that these authors personally felt characterized 

an ideal prince. Justus Lipsius, for instance, distinguishes justice, clemency, faithfulness, 

modesty and majesty as indispensable traits that, next to prudence, make a good monarch.
229

 

According to this standard, Osman lackes justice, since he does not respect the authority of 

the law, insisting that his will was his only law (mon vouloir est ma loy, I, p. 24). He also 

lacks prudence, since he does not listen to his advisors. Furthermore, Coppée’s Osman makes 

the mistake of losing his reputation. According to Lipsius, the people should feel love and 

respect for their prince (amor, veneratio), for they know that God also loves him. In return, 

the prince should love his folk.
230

 Osman, in Coppée's play, however, openly tells his people 

that he would ‘feel more secure living amongst the wolves than carrying a crown amongst 

them’,
231

 and that he would have been ‘better off with naked Indians than with his ungrateful 

people’.
232

 At the same time he accuses his subjects of wanting to ruin the state by resorting 

to oligarchy.
233

  

In Coppée’s play, Osman’s chief mistake, however, is the lack of steadfastness 

(constantia), the ability to keep one’s integrity in the face of difficult circumstances.
234

 The 

play opens with his monologue in which he expresses signs of irrationality (melancholy): he 

is being tormented by a dream and bad premonitions. The dream has warned him to suspect 

some evil coming from his subjects, which is, according to Coppée, also his motive to leave 

Istanbul. Osman turns against his people for irrational reasons, melancholy and guilty 

conscience being signifiers of potential tyranny. Coppée depicts his Osman as the type of 
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tyrant that featured in Jesuit historical plays: the character who, overruled by passions, 

smothers all potential good in himself, and thus waists his God-given elevated royal 

character.
235

 Coppée’s Osman is far from the ideal, fatherly monarch.  

By contrast, Mustafa not only figures as the ideal pater patriae, but, interestingly, also 

displays traits reminiscent of the Jesuit martyr hero.
236

 Martyr heroes are fearless and joyfully 

steadfast in the face of the worst pains and misery, looking forward to the reward they will 

obtain in heaven. Mustafa resembles this type of character. He is meek and pious, and prefers 

meditation in his cell to kingship. When, upon his release from the kafes, Mustafa only 

wishes for cold water when offered a glass of sherbet, Coppée presents this behaviour as a 

sign of ascetic modesty rather than a sign of paranoia, as Kemp does. Coppée’s Mustafa loves 

the people and is ready to give his life for them (il veut vivre et mourir avec vous & pour 

vous, III, p. 55). He also repeatedly underscores the commonplace of princely responsibility, 

which is both a privilege and a burden to be a ruler. According to him, the scepter is better 

left to those who appreciate it more than he does, calling it a ‘short-lived pleasure, paved with 

misfortune’ (Laissez le sceptre à qui en fait beaucoup d’estime; (…) C’êt un plaisir bien 

court de Malheur talonné).
237

  

In general, Coppée’s rhetoric embraces the ideas of the Counter-Reformation.
238

 

Human action of the Muslims is set against Christian ideals in his Osman. As he states in his 

dedication of the Tragedie de S. Lambert patron de Liėge (Liège, 1624) to Ferdinand of 

Bavaria, Coppée considered the monarchs to be the most perfect images of the Saviour. Since 

monarchs were understood to be at the top of moral order given by God, a revolt or regicide 

went against God’s plan. A major problem the playwright had to overcome in pursuing this 

idea was Osman’s and Mustafa’s Muslim identity. Coppée generally undermines the moral 

legitimacy of the Ottoman society on account of its Muslim religion. At the same time, he 

wants to exalt the role of the monarch in an internal conflict with the common people. These 

two attitudes create a tension in his play. Coppée makes an attempt to bridge this 
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discrepancy. Osman is, in the beginning of his play, an infidel prince, lacking the Christian 

virtues. However, he undergoes a change, and, in the last moments of his life, admits the 

higher moral ground of the Christian faith: 

 

Oh how fortunate are those who rule the kingdoms 

In which princes are never betrayed, 

Where everyone honours them like semi-Gods, 

Not to upset the God whom they adore, 

Whose true images they [the princes] are held to be.
 239

 

 

This epiphany coincides with a change in Osman’s character, as he collects royal courage to 

fight the executioners, desiring to die a noble death rather than an ending like a criminal (IV, 

p. 64). Despite being a Muslim, Coppée allows the young sultan to die as a morally elevated 

character compared to the rest of the Ottomans, due to his royal birth. Implicitly, Coppée 

suggests that, had Osman been a Christian ruler, he would have had the chance to be a good 

monarch. The sultan’s Ottoman origin is thus, indirectly, the source of his tragic hubris. The 

hero of Coppée’s play, Mustafa, has known moral right from wrong all along. Throughout the 

play, he is aware of the advantages of Christianity and regrets that he was not born in a 

Christian country. He is reluctant to accept the sultanate, and chides the rebels with the 

following words: 

No, no it is never certain amongst the Muslims, 

That they will obey his [the king’s] commandments: 

If you had love in you, like baptized people do, 

That would be much easier for your King: 

The prince is here considered to be divine,  

The necessary laws are not made in vain: 

But you care for nothing. Your empty heads  

Only want whatever they invent. 

Your opinion is your only law 

That creates disunity between you and us.
240
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 ‘O qu’heureux sont ceux-là regentant des pais 

Où les Princes iamais ne se voyent trahis, 

Où comme demi-dieux vu chacun les honnore, 

Pour ne point irriter le Dieu qu’on y adore, 

Duquel ils sont tenus entre vrais pourtraits.’ Coppée, Osman, IV, p. 58.  
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 ‘Non, non il n’est pas seur entre les Musulmans, 

De les vouloir fléchir a ses commandemans: 

Si vous auiez l’amour de la gent baptisée, 

Ce seroit à un Roy chose bien plus aisée: 

Le Prince est estimé y tenir du diuin, 

Les necessaires loix n’y sont faites en vain: 

Mais vous n’en faites cas, vôtre tête éuentée 

Ne veut que celle-là qui d’ elle est inuentée. 
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According to Coppée, Muslims have no rule of law, a characteristic of civilized Christian 

countries, and Mustafa distances himself from his ‘barbarous’ origin. The best attitude, for an 

individual as well as for the prince, is the submission to the precepts of Christianity. 

Furthermore, only the Christian religion can prevent the prince from falling into sin or 

tyranny.
241

 Osman’s and Mustafa’s elevated royal character makes them admit to these truths. 

Coppée seeks to legitimize both royal Muslim characters in his play, without abandoning his 

general anti-Ottoman attitude.  

 

A contrast 

In Coppée’s play, the image of the Turk forms a part of a wider world picture in which the 

Catholic authorities wage a just war against different forms of heresy. In this world picture, 

the representation of the Infidel Turk stands in relation with the representation of the 

dissenting Protestant. These two images oftentimes stood side by side in Catholic Europe of 

the 1620s, after the outbreak of the Thirty Years’ War in Germany. Coppée himself explicitly 

evoked the Turks and the Protestants together in The Bloody Battle (La Sanglante Bataille 

entre Impériaux et Bohèmes, 1624), in which he strove to persuade the audience of the 

righteousness of an armed opposition to their enemy, the Dutch Republic, whom he criticized 

for their ‘alliance’ with the Turks and Tartars.
242

 In his Osman (1623) this link is more 

implicit.  

The general perspective in Coppée’s play is that of a moral dichotomy between the 

Christian (Catholic) and the Muslim world, between ‘the true faith’ and the ‘barbarous 

cruelty’. Turkish infidelity, insolence, cruelty and blasphemy stand in opposition to Christian 

virtues. Already in his dedication of the play to the mayors of Huy, Coppée expresses this 

standpoint:  

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Vous n’auez autre loy que vostre oppinion,  

Qui d’entre vous & nous fait la desunion.’ Coppée, Osman, III, p. 48. 
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It’s a tragic tragedy: those who see it will have to thank God that the Christian piety 

greatly distances us from Turkish cruelties, and that our faith is different from the 

false beliefs of the Muslims.
243

 

In the play, Coppée links the religious stereotypes with another image that pertains to the 

Ottoman subjects in general: barbarity. Barbarity manifests itself in predisposition to cruelty 

and in disrespect for the monarchs. In this Coppée’s attitude resembles the Jesuit political 

thought on heresy. According to Jesuit doctrine, heresy can have a number of consequences, 

for instance the inherent divisiveness of an infidel society, and religious indifference.
244

 

Proneness to rebellion, like the one in Istanbul in May 1622, is therefore intrinsically related 

to the character of the Muslim people. Besides, heretics were considered to be naturally cruel, 

immoral, and prone to ambition and pride.
245

 This is exactly how Coppée depicts Ottoman 

society in his Osman.  

Coppée equates Muslim religion with moral corruption. This corruption manifests 

itself in the unnaturally cruel character of common Turkish people. Osman abounds in images 

of cruelty. Osman’s associates are being killed and dismembered, their heads cut off and their 

bodies cut into pieces. These murders, including the strangulation of the young sultan, 

together with the exhibition of the heads, arms and legs of his assassinated comrades impaled 

on spears, are displayed to the audience. Coppée neglects the Jesuit-Senecan theatrical 

decorum not to show violence on stage, and confronts the spectators directly with the cruel 

heathen environment.
246

 In his address, he justifies this decision with the non-Christian 

setting of the play: 

We will see in this piece (apart from the cruel murder of Osman, the Emperor of 

Constantinople) nothing but assassinations and corpses piled one upon the other. If 
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this cruelty had been inflicted on some Christians, I would not have had the courage 

to write about it.247 

Coppée repeatedly qualifies the Turks as barbarous and uncivilized people. Several characters 

in the play reiterate this standpoint. The chorus of the Ladies of Serail, for instance, prays to 

the heavens to punish the Turks for their barbarous acts (IV, p. 64), while Sultana, Osman’s 

wife, herself not of Turkish origin, complains to a eunuch at the beginning of act V:  

I know very well that the Turks, becoming inhuman, 

Always soak their hands in orphans’ blood, 

After they have taken their father’s life, 

Unbridled in their enraged envy.
248

   

 

Another manifestation of the barbarity is royal fratricide (a practice commonly criticized in 

the West). Coppée evokes this topos several times in the play, presenting it as something the 

Turks carry in their souls (I, p. 25). When the sultana deplores the premature death of her 

young son, the eunuch comments that it was for the better, since the boy would have spent his 

life waiting to be murdered anyway (V, p. 67). Such a practice commonly links the Ottoman 

dynasty with evil, and Coppée also stereotypically associates it with hell. At the end of act I, 

a mythological creature, Megara,
249

 predicts Osman’s imminent doom, announcing that his 

father, grandfather, and other forefathers, together with their Prophet, look forward to Osman 

soon joining them in the underworld (I, p. 24-25). 

 In Coppée’s perspective, one of the major manifestations of Turkish moral corruption 

is the lack of respect for their rulers. Throughout the text both Osman and Mustafa lament the 

absence of love from their subjects. The chorus of Christian renegades at the end of act II 

long to go back to their native regions, since only Christian people have respect for their 

princes (II, p. 40). A messenger also scolds the rebels, evoking the old Christian claim of 

Constantinople: 

Seeing such a disorder in your republic 

I sadly regret the ancient times, 
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Alas! This is no more the Byzantium where people respected 

The laws, the Emperors, trembling before them.
250

 

 

The discourse of opposition between the Catholic and the Muslim world in Coppée’s play 

relates to the discourse about the breach within the Christian world. After the Reformation, 

the Turkish advance typically served as a reminder to Christian audiences of how internal 

conflicts weakened the West. The warnings against Christian dissent were frequent both in 

Protestant and Catholic regions, stressing that European rulers were undermining their own 

forces while, as Lipsius put it, ‘a barbarous foe threatens all of Europe, from Asia the tyrant 

rattles the chains of perpetual servitude’.
251

 The image of the dangers of disunity among 

Christian forces was often evoked in the early 1620s, in the context of religious wars. For 

many people the revolution in Istanbul therefore presented a sign of Ottoman internal 

weakness, a long-expected turning point in Ottoman military supremacy. In this context, like 

many pamphleteers did, Coppée called for the expulsion of the Grand Turk from what he saw 

as Christian territory in his dedication of Osman:
 
 

I pray to God that the Christian princes can reconcile themselves with one another, 

and overcome their difficulties under one favourable and forgiving Amnesty, in order 

to turn the mouths of their cannons against these powerful and irreconcilable enemies, 

who by their divisions facilitate the conquest of their countries.
252

 

Coppée used the news of Osman’s death to call for reconciliation of the Christian areas with 

each other. From his phrase about the possibility of amnesty, it becomes clear that the 

elimination of the Ottoman threat was only possible after the return of the dissenting 

Protestants under the shelter of the Roman Catholic Church, who in her turn had to forgive 

these sinners completely. Only then division could be solved into reunion, and only united the 

Christian countries could fight the Turks successfully. Coppée also holds to a difference 
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between the Protestant and the Ottoman heresy, seeing the former as ‘curable’. Yet again, this 

idea corresponds to the Jesuit views of how to treat heresy:  

If heresy is a deliberate, sinful, and criminal choice of ‘depravity’, then the 

appropriate response is deterrence and punishment. But if it is a disease, cancer, or 

plague, punishment is entirely out of place; its victims deserve rather to be pitied, and 

the appropriate response is care, medicine, surgery, and containment or quarantine. 

Poison on the other hand requires an antidote, and filth requires cleansing. But if 

heretics are enemies of the Church, de respublica Christiana, then punishment, 

medicine, surgery or quarantine, antidotes, and cleansing are all equally inappropriate: 

the way to deal with the enemies is diplomacy and, if necessary, war.
253

  

Coppée was not the only one who used the Istanbul crisis of 1622 to call for a retrieval of 

Christian lands from the hands of the Turk. As we have seen in Chapter One (p. 32), a French 

pamphlet reacted in the summer of 1622 to the news of Osman’s death with the same idea, 

recommending a new crusade which would ‘restore’ the Bourbon dynasty in the old 

‘Byzantium’.
254

 Memorandums on how to ruin the sultan’s Empire and (re)conquer Istanbul 

circulated in early seventeenth-century Europe. The situation in Liège was no different. One 

of Coppée’s compatriots, Remacle Mohy, addressed in 1606 thirty-eight fictive letters to a 

number of rulers and governments in order to engage them in a crusade against the Turks.
255

  

This issue came from the press of Christian Ouwerx, the publisher who would later print 

several editions of Coppée’s work. Drawing a parallel between the Ottoman danger and 

Protestant dissent, Mohy argued that there was a good chance of success in his anti-Turkish 

scheme, just as he considered it likely that the Dutch would return voluntarily under the 

mantle of the Catholic Church, and make an end to the war. In a similar fashion, Denis 

Coppée adopts in his foreword of Osman the perspective of the Catholic world combating the 

forces of dissent and evil, including both the Protestant neighbours and the Ottoman foe. In 

his representation, the future relations with the Ottomans entail the elimination of the Empire 

from the territories that the Church of Rome claimed to be her own. These territories 

stretched not only to Jerusalem and Constantinople, but also over all territories governed by 
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dissenting Protestant rulers. In this way Coppée’s perception of the relations with the 

Ottoman Empire interweaves with his perception of the internal Christian conflict. 

 

Kemp and the Ottomans 

Better loved than feared 

Abraham Kemp presents a different picture of the rebellion than his contemporary from 

Liège. In Kemp’s play, there is no condemnation of the revolt. On the contrary, the Dutch 

playwright represents Osman’s rule as an unquestionable case of tyranny. Kemps shows 

Osman as an arrogant ruler who surrenders to unbridled passions and misjudges the right 

order of values. In the play, the rebellion ultimately manages to restore this order.  

The cast in Kemp’s play is also different from that in Coppée’s Osman. While Osman 

and Mustafa are referred to as the princes, for the Ottoman dignitaries, agas and pashas, 

Kemp used the Dutch equivalents denoting aristocracy: Adeldom (vs. 538), het best van ’t 

Lant (vs. 575) and Edel-lien (vs. 597). In Kemp’s Osman the common people play no role. 

The trio of agas - Capi, Silactar and Quissilar - are not presented as Osman’s supporters, but 

as the leaders of the rebellion who, when they realize that Osman’s rule has turned into 

tyranny, shift allegiance away from the young sultan. When casting political roles, Kemp 

looked up to the famous playwright Pieter Corneliszoon Hooft’s historical tragedy Geeraerdt 

van Velsen (1613), in which a group of nobles plots against their sovereign, Count Floris V. 

Just like in Geeraerdt van Velsen the central question in Kemp’s Osman is the legitimacy of 

rebellion against a ‘natural’ ruler.
256

       

Kemp’s Osman exploits the commonplaces of the traditional humanist perceptions of 

political morality, combining them with the ‘constitutionalist’ tradition of sixteenth-century 

political thought. According to this tradition, the ruler was bound to fulfil his obligations 

towards his subjects by a contract, also referred to as the ‘ancient constitution’ or ‘ancient 

law’.
257

 If a prince would break this contract, the subjects could consider themselves entitled 
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to resist his authority, and to defend the power division represented by the constitution. In 

Kemp’s play, Osman violates his royal prerogative by denying the laws embodied in his 

ministers. He disrespects his lords, discarding their advice. For instance, when he divulges to 

his closest associates his plans to transfer the court to Cairo instead of it going to Mecca, he 

meets the disapproval of the country’s dignitaries (II, 1, vss. 394-440). However, the sultan is 

still unmoved, asking:   

 

 (…) Queissilar, my friend, 

Whom shall I fear? Say, whose power is above mine? 

I mind neither God nor men! (…)
258

 

 

Osman thinks that he is mightier than God. No power is higher than his, and he does not have 

to account for his actions to anybody. Overruled by passions, he forgets the customs and the 

natural order. Fallen prey to excessive self-confidence, Osman personally collects all the 

treasures from the palace to take them to his new capital in Cairo (I, 11, vss. 290-292). The 

last pieces are in the basement, in the royal tombs. Osman insists that the graves of his father 

and his own infant son be opened and plundered, but his associates hesitate. Osman therefore 

opens the graves himself and takes all he can find, commenting: ‘(…) Why bother to adorn 

these dead bones with such precious treasures?
’259

       

 Furthermore, Kemp presents a whole series of arguments against the young sultan that 

feature as commonplaces in the contemporary mirrors-for-princes literature. The instruction 

on the good qualities in a ruler is repeated throughout his play. Osman’s mother, Thiossem, 

for instance, reminds her son not to neglect the royal virtue and temperance, and above all not 

to lose his reputation: 

 

My dearest child, I often implored you  

From motherly love, with these woeful words: 

My son, every day you should keenly read the proverb 

That it is better to be loved than to be feared. 

I told you that the Virtue brighter shines than Phoebus’ rays, 

Whose [the virtue’s] light even enters the vision of the blind. 
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The Sun is not so bright! Virtue is the greatest good, 

A prince must cherish most the virtue of all his companions,  

And his burghers’ sympathy, and his prudent life.  

The hatred of the subjects is most princes’ doom.
260

  

 

Osman nevertheless fails to adhere to his mother’s advice, forgetting that ‘it is better to be 

loved than feared’ (beter bemint dan gevreest), the motto of Kemp’s play. In consequence, 

several characters qualify his rule as tyranny. Dahout for instance says:  

 

Our lives, our possessions, our honour is in his hands. 

He mocks our fears. He boasts his own glory. 

He keeps us under the yoke. For him it is a victory: 

His foot on our neck, his fingers around our throats (…).
261

 

 

Boustangi continues: 

 

If he [the prince] does not care about his Commonwealth, 

If he closes his ears from his subjects’ complaints, 

If he likes sycophants and has secret councils; 

If he trusts the best of his country least of all too; 

If he believes the sycophants and rewards them sweetly:  

This is how his rule will become tyranny. 

Then he really does not mind the saying that we read: 

That it is better to be loved than to be feared.
262

 

 

                                                           

260
 ‘Mijn alderliefste Kint, ’k heb dickwils u ghebeden 

Uyt Moederlicke Lieffd, met claechelicke reden: 

Mijn Soon, doch daghelicx met yver ’t spreeck-woort leest 

“Dat beter is bemint te worden dan ghevreest. 

“Ick seyd u dat de Deucht meer blinckt dan Phebi stralen, 

“Wiens glants selfs in ’t ghesicht gaet van de blinde dalen. 

“Soo doet de Sonne niet! De Deucht is ’t hoochste goet. 

“Der Vrienden Deucht een Prins oock meest bewaren moet, 

“En zyner Burg’ren gunst, en zijn voorsichtich leven.  

“Der Onderdanen haet de Princen meest doet sneven.’ Kemp, Osman, II, 2, vss. 852- 863. 
261

 ‘In zynen handen staet ons leven, goet en eer. 

Hy spottet met ons vrees. Hy bralt in zyne glory. 

Hy hout ons onder ’t jock.  Dat schijnt hem een victory:  

Den voet op onsen neck, den duym op onse keel (…).’ Kemp, Osman, II, 4, vss. 559-562. 
262

 ‘Als hy op de Ghemeene welvaert niet wil achten; 

Als hy sijn ooren stopt voor d’Ondersaten clachten; 

Als hy montspeelders heeft en achter-raden hout; 

Als hy de best van ’t Lant oock alderminst betrout; 

Als hy aenbrengers g’looft en deelt die milde gaven: 

Soo gaet hy t’eenmael na tyrannije draven. 

Hy denckt dan gantslick niet op ’t spreeck-woort dat men leest: 

Datt ’t beter is bemindt te worden dan ghevreest.’ Kemp, Osman, II, 4, vss. 572-579. 
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The arguments Kemp uses to support the cause for rebellion fit the framework drawn in the 

influential text on resistance to tyranny, Vindicae Contra Tyrannos (1579),
263

 echoed in the 

declaration of Dutch independence, the Plakkaat van Verlatinghe (1581).
264

 The point of 

departure in this type of discourse was that the tyrannical lord, who breaches the contract 

between him and his subjects, can be replaced with another prince. The theories of resistance 

had a particular ring in the Dutch Republic of the early 1620s. After the end of the Twelve 

Year’s Truce with Spain in 1621, intellectuals and poets regularly used the Dutch Revolt for a 

stock of examples in the on-going debate about the desirability of peace, particularly 

regarding Spanish tyranny and lack of faith.
265

 Kemp dipped into this ‘social memory’ of the 

Revolt, arguing in general terms for the legitimacy of a resistance against a tyrant. Although 

not directly addressed to a particular ruler, Kemp’s play abounds with general instruction for 

princes about how to avoid Osman’s destiny. There is, however, no reason to see Osman as a 

‘mirror’ for the stadtholder in the Dutch Republic at that time, Prince Maurits. Kemp gave no 

explicit reference to the conflicts during the Truce in the printed version of his play, other 

than the usual commonplace of the detrimental effects of sedition. There are no parallels 

between the execution of Osman and the execution of Oldenbarnevelt in 1619, or Mustafa’s 

escape from prison and the escape of the famous jurist and statesman Hugo de Groot 

(Grotius) from his imprisonment in castle Loevestein, just on the outskirts of Gorcum, in 

1621, one year before young sultan’s death.
266

 Instead, Osman treats the theme of rebellion 

against a tyrant on a universal level.  

 

A future 

Kemp abandons the rhetoric of contrast between the Ottoman world and his own, painting an 

image of a contact between the two worlds instead. This contact Kemp represents at two 

levels: as a strategic exchange between the United Provinces of the Netherlands and the 
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Ottoman Empire in the main plot, and as a mix of characters of different ethnicities and 

confessions in the subplot.  

In Kemp’s play, the Ottomans and the Dutch have common strategic interests. The 

triangular division into Protestant, Catholic, and Muslim spheres of influence, implicit in 

Coppée’s Osman, Kemp makes explicit in the main plot of his play. In Kemp’s 

representation, the Pope, King Philip IV of Spain, King Louis XIII of France, the Habsburg 

Emperor Ferdinand II and King Sigismund of Poland are the great Ottoman enemies. The 

sultan’s allies are the Protestant Hungarian ruler Bethlem Gabor and the Bohemian ‘Prins 

Chur-paltz’, the Elector-Palatine Frederic V, nicknamed ‘the Winter King’ (I, 1, vs. 63). The 

sultan’s greatest enemies are the Spanish, who, luckily for the Ottomans, have ‘a lot of work’ 

with Holland and the Princes of Orange (I, 1, vs. 309). That the Dutch in this play rival the 

Spanish Empire and stand on equal footing with the Ottomans can be understood both as a 

projection of the international power of the Dutch Republic, and as an expression of an anti-

Spanish feeling. Kemp enhances the impression of the global importance of his own country 

by stressing the commonplace ideas about Ottoman magnificence. The Ottoman Empire had 

existed for 300 years, had a large fleet, a large multi-ethnic army and endless resources. 

Additionally, its territory stretched ‘from where the Sun rises to where it sets’ (van daer de 

Sonne daelt tot daer s’haer opganck heeft) (I, 1, vs. 28). This splendid Empire wanted above 

all to keep friendly relations with the rising Dutch Republic. The political agenda of the new 

sultan, Mustafa, culminates at the end of the play: 

Keeping up friendship with Holland, widely known, 

Holland whose fame rises up to the skies, 

Holland who fought the Spaniards for so long 

With the help of Maurits, the Prince of Orange, 

The second Hannibal, that lightning in war, 

Whose deeds now I have no time to list. 

That Holland, I say, I would like to show my friendship 

And all their folks who live in Turkey.
267
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 ‘Des vrientschaps onderhout met Hollant, wijt vermaert,  

Dat Hollant welckers Faem tot aen de wolcken vaert, 

Dat Hollant dat soo lang ghestreden heeft met Spaengiën 

Met hulp Mauritij des Princen van Oraengiën, 

Dien tweeden Hannibal, Dien Blicxem in den crijch, 

Wiens daden ick alsnu om cortheyts wil verswijch.  

Dat Hollant, seg ick, dat, dat wil ick vrintschap toonen, 

En al de lien van daer die in Turckijen woonen.’ Kemp, Osman, IV, 11, vss. 1857 -1885. 
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With ‘the Dutch who live in Turkey’ Kemp means the merchants who had settled in the 

Ottoman territory and ran lucrative businesses. The playwright thus expresses Dutch 

economic self-confidence, referring to the intensifying mercantile relations between the 

Empire and the Republic. In 1612, only ten years prior to Osman’s death, the Republic had 

first established diplomatic ties with the High Porte. Although the Dutch merchants were 

present in the Levant since the sixteenth century,
268

 the common enemy of the Dutch and the 

Ottomans, Habsburg Spain, provided an extra incentive for official diplomatic exchange in 

the beginning of the seventeenth century.
269

 Nevertheless, when the Republic’s government, 

the States General, received an invitation from the High Porte for a diplomatic mission to 

Istanbul in 1610, Dutch reactions were divided, partly because of the recent truce with Spain 

(1609).
270

 Eventually, the States decided in favour of keeping the door open to the eastern 

market, and sent a modest mission headed by the lawyer Cornelis Haga (1578-1654). Haga’s 

goal was to obtain a capitulation
271

 for the Republic, modelled after those issued to Venice, 

England, and France. He accomplished this task in May 1612, after a considerable diplomatic 

effort. Other initiatives followed: the first Ottoman diplomat visited the Republic in 1614, 

and in 1625, Het College van Directeuren van de Levantse Handel, an institution dedicated to 

monitoring the Levant trade, was founded.
272

 When the truce with Spain ended in 1621, the 

States General changed their instructions to Haga. Just like in Kemp’s play, the embassy was 

now seen ‘as a useful outpost for an attack from the rear on the Emperor’s positions in 

Central Europe and on Spain in the Mediterranean sphere’.
273

  

Particularly emphasizing the mercantile side of the arrangement between the Dutch 

and the Ottomans, Kemp refrains from religious criticism in Osman, and focuses on 
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economic prosperity instead. Just as in Vlaardingen, in his Spel van Sinne (1616), and in The 

Comedy (1643), Kemp remains vague about religious disputes, also in the case of Islam. 

When it comes to the main plot of Osman, the anti-Muslim stereotypes seem to have lost 

their importance in the light of the playwright’s pragmatic message. Kemp presents Ottoman 

religion without voicing explicit moral judgments against the Islam; he simply shares his 

knowledge about the Turkish (Ottoman) beliefs and customs with the audience. From 

Osman’s monologue in Act I, an audience member could learn that Ottomans recognize the 

Prophets of the Old Testament, and that they believe Mohammed brought them their Holy 

Scripture, the Qur’an (I, 1, vss. 83-92). Unlike Coppée, Kemp does not equate moral 

corruption with the Muslim background of his characters. He presents Islam in an informative 

way, refraining from the commonplace characterization of Muslim religion as false, 

loathsome and deceitful. Even Osman’s prayer for a place in the Muslim heaven (III, 22, vss. 

1366-1387) is not a target of criticism, as it was in many other Western works.
274

  

The fact that Kemp does not explicitly criticize Islam does not mean he admired it. 

None of the Turkish protagonists of his Osman can be described as heroic. Osman is a tyrant 

and Mustafa is too feeble-minded to rule the country in a stable, rational way. In the subplot, 

the leader of the rebellion, Silactar, is engaged in a morally suspicious love triangle with two 

ladies. Turkish damsel Flora goes to taverns, drinks
275

 and gambles, and the Dutch Celia is, 

worse yet, adept in black magic. Moreover, Celia proves to be a Catholic, which we learn 

from her confession to Pater Diocesen [in fact, Silactar in disguise]. Interestingly, Celia in the 

play has travelled all the way to Istanbul to regain Silactar’s love, indicating that the two have 

had an affair before (where and how is unspecified in the text). This affair suggests the image 

of a liaison between the Pope and the Turk, a commonplace of the Protestant religious 

rhetoric. Kemp’s play aims at good reception in the Protestant Dutch Republic, where, as we 

have seen in Chapter One, the topos of Ottoman/Protestant friendship existed simultaneously 

with that of the Catholic-Turkish comparability. During the Revolt, the Catholics, chiefly the 

Spanish, were repeatedly depicted as less tolerant and more evil than the Turks.
276

 Kemp’s 

Osman mirrors this preoccupation with Catholicism rather than with the Ottomans. After all, 
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the anti-Catholic undertones in his play leave a testimony of the playwright’s ability to 

humorously hint at his own Catholic background. We cannot but speculate what the motives 

were for such a hint, but we can also not exclude the possibility that it came from the feeling 

of discomfort with the discrepancy of the public confession and his own. This may have been 

his reason for focusing on the bright vision of the Dutch international future in trade, rather 

than religion.  

 

Conclusion   

The two Netherlandish Osmans may not be reliable sources of information about the Turks, 

but they are representative of the deep ideological division between the Catholic and 

Protestant parts of the Low Countries in 1623. When they set out to write their plays, inspired 

by the news about the death of Ottoman sultan Osman II, Denis Coppée and Abraham Kemp 

had similar starting positions. In both cases, the associations with the domestic political and 

religious situation and on-going Protestant-Catholic wars shaped the poets’ representations of 

the Ottoman Empire. The two Netherlandish Osmans give diametrically opposed messages, 

both when it comes to the central political problem, the conditions that make a tyrant 

deposable, and when it comes to the (then) future of the Ottoman Empire in Europe. 

Propagating monarchy as the best form of government, Coppée criticizes both the rebellion 

against Osman, and the regicide. He sets his play in the context of bipolar opposition between 

the two religions, stressing the moral corruption of Ottoman society. Such a perspective 

legitimized a military intervention against the Grand Turk, with the aim of his expulsion from 

Europe. Kemp, on the other hand, justifies a rebellion against a tyrannical ruler, presenting 

Osman’s mistakes as sufficient to qualify him as a tyrant. The Dutch poet avoids explicitly 

commenting on religious matters, underlining good political and commercial relations of the 

Dutch with the Ottoman government instead. In doing so, he presents in his Osman the 

rhetoric that is often present in early modern texts supporting a Protestant cause.
277

  

With such a general perspective, Kemp’s representation of the international relations 

with the Ottoman Empire stays in line with the outcome of the internal Ottoman revolt, both 

of which Kemp sees as positive. Coppée’s play, however, reveals a tension caused by the 
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redistribution of roles between the international level, where all Muslims have a negative 

attribution, and internal all-Muslim level, where some Ottoman groups and individuals 

represent positive political principles. Because of the analogy with the domestic political 

preoccupations, certain Ottoman elements, in Coppée’s case the sultans, distinguish 

themselves as closer to the acceptable ethical standards than others. In this situation, the 

commonplace images derived from a religious paradigm serve as supra-arguments that 

maintain the general negative image of the Ottomans, preventing a full identification or 

sympathy with any elements that belong to the Islamic world. A similar principle can be 

traced in the two Croatian texts about Osman II, which will be discussed in the following ch 


